How to Manage your Cross-Selling Project on Nexl

What is Cross-selling?
Cross-selling is a fixture in the business development toolkit for law firms. The objective of cross-selling is
increasing Share-of-Wallet (“SWO”), the percentage of the total legal spend of your client that goes to your
firm, by convincing clients to start buying services from a different practice group or another office. If firms can
manage to overcome some of the obstacles that can complicate cross-selling initiatives, it can be a very
effective method to generate new business.
Cross-selling is about effectively communicating your service offering and seizing the momentum of an
ongoing business relationship to pitch additional services. But it is also about building trust and understanding
your client's needs. The better you can anticipate demand, the more effective your cross-selling will be. Hence
the notion of “cross-serving”, reflecting an approach that thinks from a client needs or ‘jobs-to-be-done’
perspective.
Too many law firms continue to make the mistake of executing a cross-sell strategy based on the perceived
“gaps” in their billing, rather than on the real needs of their clients. Upselling, a similar effort to increase SWO
from existing clients, is aimed at generating more revenue by trying to sell more strategic, higher-margin
services than those delivered in the current relationship. Up-selling is about gaining trustworthiness to become
eligible for highly sensitive and strategic premium work.
In professional services, this means moving up the value chain and steadily climbing the pyramid of client
relationships. When up-selling, lawyers need “upgrade” from being a mere vendor or ‘professional visitor’ to a
subject expert, and a recognized solution provider. At the top of that client value pyramid sits the Trusted
Advisor. He or she will have gained the absolute confidence of senior executive officers, proactively offering
advice on the most strategic matters.

Why do law firms want to engage in
cross-selling?
The work by Heidi Gartner on Smart Collaboration suggests that revenues and profitability, as well
client loyalty and access to high-value projects, increases exponentially when multiple practice areas
get involved.

The purpose of having a cross-selling program is to:
Identify opportunities to add more value to the client by cross-practice collaboration.
Increasing the value and margin of the overall service.
Enhance client loyalty and client experience by offering an integrated, client-centered approach to
projects.
Gain access to more strategic and complex work that requires multi-domain expertise from strategic
advisors.
Generate a deeper understanding of the client’s business by participating and advising on a wider set of
projects.
Anchor existing clients by multiplying the number of touchpoints and relationships that bind the client
to the firm.

How does cross-selling work?
A client-centric approach to cross-selling begins with creating a list of current priority clients you want to select for your cross-selling
project. Then it’s all about working towards meetings that will allow you to expand relationships, make introductions, and demonstrate
how the Firm can add value beyond the current service offering.

The action steps usually include the following:
Mapping the client’s DMU: Identify who is responsible for selecting external legal counsel. Is everything centralised with the General Counsel, or do
business units or departments have autonomy to directly engage with external counsel?
Identifying current needs and upcoming projects for priority clients: Sit down with your key contacts and gather intelligence around where external spend
is currently going, and how that might change in light of upcoming projects.
Analyse the Firm’s current relationship “footprint” for selected clients: You can use relationship data or billing information to map existing relationships
with your client. It’s important to be aware of all touchpoints and understand where the strongest links exist to get the “full picture” on the institutional
level.
Identify “whitespace” where existing needs could be met by the Firm’s service offering: When you understand the needs of your client, and you crossreference that with the firm’s capabilities, you can prioritise which dots to connect.
Set up meetings where you can introduce colleagues from the firm to the client’s key contacts or their natural counterparts on the client side: Make sure
that conversation is focused on the client's current priorities and try to be proactively helpful.
It's important to keep each other in the loop: make sure there is a tight feedback mechanism and that the senior relationship partners remains informed
regularly.

How to use Nexl to run your crossselling project?
Project name and description
Your cross-selling initiative can be managed as a
Project on Nexl. This project will contain all
elements to govern the project (team, objectives,
tasks, opportunities, documents, and lists). In the
description field of the Project, it is important to
describe the overall client development strategy,
and explain how this project will be managed,
governed, and evaluated.
Typically, a cross-selling project is evaluated and
reviewed on a monthly or quarterly basis, and
updated on an annual basis. Nexl’s Service
Delivery team can help you scope out and set up
the project. We can also recommend leading BD
consultants that have experience with these
types of projects.

Create ownership and collaboration to
manage the onboarding plan
This team should consist of senior
leadership and the senior relationship
partners of selected clients only. The
extended client teams can be included on
the client plan or in a separate project.
Once team members are added, they will
have access to the project in the main
navigation menu.

Set SMART Objectives to stay on track
and keep focus
Nexl’s Objectives module allows Firms to
create SMART Cross-Selling objectives.
These can include program-wide objectives
(e.g., increase overall revenue by 10%;
realize at least 15 new introductions;
increase the number of customers that are
billed from 5 different practice areas), or
client specific objectives (introduce Labour
& Employment partner A to Client B, etc.).

Set actionable tasks for increased
accountability and transparency
During the monthly cross-sell coordination
meetings, the team will gather and decide
on specific actions and activities.
These can be client-facing (e.g., invite client
to lunch, meet with new HR director), or
internal (e.g., ‘review client’s annual report’,
update and profile key client contacts’,
‘identify who’s responsible for IPR’).
All tasks on Nexl need to have an owner and
due date, with automated reminders and
notifications via email).

Tracking Opportunities resulting from
your cross-selling initiatives
The “whitespace” analysis can be converted
into potential opportunities that can be
tracked from within the project.
All opportunities created in the cross-selling
project will of course automatically be
added to the individual opportunity tracker,
to the firm-wide list of opportunities and
also show on the respective Company
records.

Manage your Inbound and Outbound
Client lists for your cross-selling projects
By far the most powerful feature Nexl offers in
Project is the ability to create all kinds of Lists on
your Project.
Company lists: for a cross-sell project, you can
create an ‘outbound’ and ‘inbound’ list for the
core practice areas – outbound clients are clients
that will be introduced to other partners;
inbound clients are clients where other partners
need to make introductions to the practice area)
Contact lists: can be used to identify key
contacts for selected clients, or to track crossselling meetings and introductions. Nexl even
allows embedding any inline frame to show
HTML pages (think PowerBI reports, an Airtable,
etc.).

Grow revenues right from your inbox

Nexl’s Outlook plug-in gives you access to all the data and functionalities without leaving
your inbox.
Nexl offers access to the data and
functionalities such as Referral and
Opportunity tracking right from within your
Outlook.
You can add the Referral or Opportunity in a
few click, adding the email thread as
background reference to the Opportunity
record in Nexl.

The legal market has changed
Law Firms now live in a
competitive, data-driven
business world – where any law
firm can approach any client,
anytime.
In this competitive world, law
firms can no longer work in silos
and passively wait for clients to
come to them.
To stay competitive, lawyers and
law firms must break down
knowledge barriers, share
resources and go from passive to
active and collaborative business
development.
To help lawyers move from
passive to active business
development, Nexl enables
improves client retention,
expansion of existing client
accounts and new client
acquisition.

Nexl automatically captures
all our contacts and
interactions. As soon as you
send an email or meet a
contact, Nexl automatically
creates a 360° view of the
contact by combining all
internal relationship data
with external Data
Enrichment sources.
Nexl is a web-based SaaS
platform, fully integrated
with our Office 365
environment.
You can easily access your
account by opening
360.nexl.io in your web
browser, or through the addin for Outlook.
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